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ABSTRACT
Recent work has shown that localizing signal sources is not
only possible, but relatively accurate on commodity hard-
ware. With a theme of better informing autonomous vehi-
cle decision-making, we introduce a full localization system
that takes advantage of these recent techniques. Then, we
present a proof-of-concept mock-up using software-defined
radios and discuss design choices to realize this system in
full.

1. INTRODUCTION
As human drivers become replaced by assisted and au-
tonomous cars, passenger and pedestrian safety be-
comes a major concern. Self-driving cars are mag-
nets for philosophical discussions, and ripe for legal is-
sues. Even though self-driving cars are arguably safer
than human-driven cars [2, 14], public opinion is highly
swayed by autonomous car accidents [4, 5]. In order to
make autonomous vehicles more ubiquitous, we have to
work harder to improve the human safety factor. One
way we can do this is by increasing the information
available to an autonomous car such that it can make
smarter, and life-saving, decisions faster.

In this paper, we combine approaches outlined in recent
literature to enable communication between pedestrians
and self-driving cars. A pedestrian, or stationary object
(e.g.: a stop sign), can wear a low-cost and low-power
radio-frequency (RF) tag that emits a continuous sig-
nal to the world. An autonomous car, with the right
equipment, can read this signal and triangulate the 2D
position of the transmitter. This localization informa-
tion, in tandem with its computer vision system, can
significantly improve the car’s spatial awareness. The
car can be even more informed if the signal carries iden-
tifying information (for example, the road sign name
and type).

In this paper, we present a theoretical method for
realizing 2D localization. We make use of orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), angle-of-
arrival (AoA) estimation techniques, and simple geom-
etry and trigonometry to fully localize a target. We

base our AoA estimate using SpotFi [9], which improves
on the well-known MUSIC algorithm [12]. While our
methods are theoretical, we provide a proof-of-concept
implementation on universal software radio peripherals
(USRPs) to inform design choices for future work, where
we hope to fully realize this system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
goes over background necessary for the rest of the paper.
Section 3 formalizes the problem statement, and section
4 goes over the theoretical solution. Sections 5 and 6
go over our proof-of-concept system. Finally, we discuss
future considerations and conclude the work in sections
7 and 8.

2. BACKGROUND
Triangulation is where we use geometric properties of
triangles to compute the location of an unknown point
based on locations of known points. There are six key
values that completely describe a triangle – its three
interior angles, and its three perimeter edges. Given
three of the six values, depending on the types, we can
compute the other missing three values. Recall the law
of sines, given in figure 1, which relates a triangle’s side
lengths to its angles. Further recall that a triangle’s
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Figure 1: Law of Sines

interior angles must sum to π radians, thus given two
of the three angle measures we can compute the missing
angle measure. Given two angle measures and one side
length, we can compute the missing side lengths with
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the law of sines. Without loss of generality, the missing
side lengths b and c are given by

b = a · sinβ

sinα

c = a · sin γ

sinα

Given two side lengths and one angle measure, we can
also compute the missing side length and missing angle
measures with the law of sines. We omit this derivation,
since we will not use it in this paper – though we note
that the known angle measure must be opposite of a
known side length, and we generally yield two possible
solutions in this case. Given three side lengths, we can
use the law of cosines to solve for the three missing
angles. This will not be useful for our case, so we omit
showing it here. Note that given three angle measures,
we cannot solve for the missing side lengths since there
are infinitely many similar triangles (all ratio-scaled)
with the same three angle measures.

OFDM [1] has become the primary method for signal
transmission in numerous domains, like Wi-Fi [7, 13]
and cellular networks [6, 16]. It boasts numerous bene-
fits, like robustness to channel effects and inter-symbol
interference. In short, OFDM works like traditional
frequency-division multiplexing, but requires each fre-
quency bin to be orthogonal to each other. This elimi-
nates subcarriers affecting other subcarriers (crosstalk).
OFDM packets start with a preamble sequence, known
by the transmitter and receiver, followed by multiple
FDM data symbols. The decoder uses the preamble for
packet identification and channel estimation, and up-
dates this channel estimate while decoding each sym-
bol. There exist tools to obtain the channel estimate,
called the channel state information (CSI), of Wi-Fi sig-
nals [3, 18]. These tools do not include CSI for each data
symbol. Symbol-level channel estimate granularity may
be beneficial though, especially in high-precision meth-
ods, so we use an in-house OFDM transceiver.

Channel estimation is the process of estimating how the
wireless channel, the environmental path taken by the
signal, affected the signal. The wireless channel can al-
ter a signal with phase shift and attenuation, which can
be encoded into a single complex number. As such, the
channel estimate is just a complex number per OFDM
subcarrier. This results in a K×1 matrix H where K is
the number of subcarriers. OFDM includes guard bins,
for which the associated subcarrier frequency has zero
amplitude. These bins are not included in the channel
estimate. The IEEE standard [7] gives the subcarriers
for which data is sent depending on the channel band-
width. Our implementation uses more guard bins than
the standard, so we obtain channel estimates for 52 sub-
carriers.

The channel estimate, paired with multiple receiver an-
tennas, allows for AoA estimation. AoA works by esti-
mating the phase shift of a signal per antenna, and com-
puting the sent-signal angle that most likely yielded this
set of phase shifts. Phase shifts are time-dependent, and
electromagnetic signals travel at a (mostly) constant
speed. As long as we know the distance between our
antennas, we can compute the AoA. For simplicity, we
arrange our antenna array along a horizontal line, and
equally space each antenna with distance l = λ

2 with λ
being the receiver’s center frequency wavelength (figure
2). This technique is well-known and well-documented,
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Figure 2: The received signal (dashed) angle θ, relative
to the vector perpendicular to the array, is approxi-
mately the same per-antenna (dot).

and is essentially the reverse of beamforming [17].

Recent developments in the literature have showed that
we can use the channel estimate to perform AoA esti-
mation. The MUSIC algorithm estimates AoA by sepa-
rating out the noise in a received signal, and computing
the AoA from the resulting signal. However, this re-
quires the number of antennas to be greater than the
number of signal propagation paths. SpotFi improves
on MUSIC by“smoothing”the channel estimate. It uses
structurally similar combinations of subcarrier channel
estimates per antenna to create virtual antenna esti-
mates. This increases the amount of antennas to typi-
cally be greater than the number of propagation paths.
Then, MUSIC is applied to the result, and we yield rela-
tively accurate angle estimates at a computational cost
still bounded by MUSIC. We can apply these methods
to yield a complete localization system.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a moving vehicle with an array ofM RF anten-
nas listening at center frequency f equispaced at l = λ

2
meters where λ = c

f is the wave length of the center
frequency and c is the speed of electromagnetic waves.
Suppose there is a stationary low-powered RF device
transmitting a signal at the same center frequency as
the vehicle. Suppose that the vehicle’s velocity vi is
known at any point in time i. We aim to localize the
position, in 2D, of the transmitter with respect to the
vehicle.

4. THEORY
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Our approach to the problem takes advantage of ge-
ometric triangulation. Suppose we take two measure-
ment of the angle between a transmitter and a receiver
array, and we know the distance between the measure-
ments (figure 3). Given these data, since a triangle
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Figure 3: Triangulation.

is entirely determined by two angles connected by one
side, we can compute the location (x, y) of the transmit-
ter relative to rx1. Using straightforward applications
of the law of sines and trigonometry,

x = d · sin(θ2) sin(θ1)

sin(θ2 − θ1)
(1)

y = d · cos(θ2) sin(θ1)

sin(θ2 − θ1)
+ d (2)

Since our angle measurements are symmetric, we have
the four potential solutions (±x,±y). AoA techniques
yield angles within a π-radian range respective to the
horizontal line formed by an antenna array. If we place
the receiver array on our vehicle such that the array’s
horizontal line is perpendicular to the vehicle’s direction
of motion, we can eliminate the two solutions (−x,±y).
It suffices to differentiate transmitters that are behind
the vehicle versus in front of the vehicle. For simplifi-
cation, we can assume all transmitters will be in front
of the car. This likely will not work in practice though,
so we discuss potential solutions later.

By using the methods developed in SpotFi, we can com-
pute the angle of arrivals θ1, θ2 while the vehicle moves
from position rx1 to position rx2. SpotFi also yields an
estimate of the time of flight, however this is not nec-
essary to solve our localization problem. The time of
flight, though, can be used to compute distance, which
can also be used for triangulation. We can use these
different methods to potentially reduce error, however
we leave this for future work. Since the vehicle will be
moving at some velocities v1 and v2, Doppler shift will
affect the received signal at the respective receiver po-
sitions. Note that Doppler shift has been documented

in OFDM, and there exist techniques to account for it
[8, 10, 11, 15, 19].

In theory, if two antennas have a non-zero distance be-
tween them, and both antennas are time synchronized,
then it should be possible to estimate AoA from the
time difference between the signal reaching one antenna
before the other. Consider, though, that for a 20MHz
bandwidth we have a 20MHz sampling rate. Then,
given a distance l meters between two antennas, we can
compute the sampling offset between packets as

s =
20× 106

c
· l

For example, if l = 6.25cm then we expect there to
be < 1 sample between packets. This is not nearly
enough granularity to estimate AoA accurately, which
is why we have to use phase shifts in the channel es-
timate. Though, this gives us a theoretical guarantee
that packet i will be received within a few samples on
each antenna. This ensures that we are feeding correctly
aligned packet channel estimates into SpotFi.

So, how many OFDM packets can we collect at a par-
ticular instant in time? Since the vehicle moves con-
tinuously, we have to descritize the recording domain
to some distance di. The vehicle moves at vi meters
per second at a particular instant, so moving di me-
ters takes di

vi
seconds. Each OFDM packet consists of

a preamble, and some amount of data symbols. Recall
that we get a channel estimate from the OFDM packet
preamble and an estimate per data symbol. Thus, for
simplicity, we compute the number of data symbols we
can collect within a particular distance interval. If an
OFDM data symbol takes 4 microseconds, our record-
ing domain is 10 centimeters (the localization accuracy
of SpotFi), and our vehicle velocity is 25 kilometers per
hour, then we can collect about 360 data symbols per
antenna. Each data symbol (from all antennas) yields
an associated AoA estimate, so equivalently we can col-
lect about 360 AoA estimates. This is more than enough
to gather a feasibly accurate AoA estimate. However,
the number of collected symbols is dependent on vehi-
cle speed and recording domain precision. If the vehicle
travels at a higher speed, the number of collected sym-
bols will necessarily decrease. For example, if instead
the vehicle travels at 50 kilometers per hour, then we
can collect about half as many AoA estimates – though
we can account for this by reducing the precision in half
(double the distance between recordings). Furthermore,
channel estimates on OFDM data symbols are less ac-
curate than those used to estimate the OFDM packet
preamble. As such, our number of AoA estimates could
decrease by about a factor of 10 (if we only consider the
channel estimates from preambles). Still, this is more
than enough to yield good AoA estimates.
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Altogether, we present a theoretical localization routine
in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Localization

Data: vehicle rx array samples stream
Result: x, y location of tx
θ1, θ2 ← 0
while true do

θ1 ← θ2
H ← 0
∆← 0 // vehicle’s traveled distance

while ∆ < d do
detect/align OFDM packet in each array
account for Doppler shift
decode packets
if bit-error rate < ε then

append channels to H
end
update distance ∆

end
θ2 ← AoA from SpotFi using H
Localize(θ1, θ2, ∆) with parallel processor

end

Function Localize(θ1, θ2, d):
// localize according to (1) and (2)

x← d · sin(θ2) sin(θ1)sin(θ2−θ1)

y ← d · cos(θ2) sin(θ1)sin(θ2−θ1) + d

inform vehicle of (x, y)

end

5. SYSTEM DESIGN
To test our theoretical results, we set up a prototype
hardware configuration and software analysis scripts.
For the hardware setup, we used three universal soft-
ware radio peripheral USRP devices synchronized by an
OctoClock to act as the receiver array. We installed the
three receiver antennas onto a laser-cut piece of wood
with mount-points arranged in a horizontal line with
spacing 6.25cm, corresponding to our center frequency
of 2.4GHz. We used a fourth USRP device, unsynchro-
nized with the first three, as a transmitter. Each USRP
device was a USRP-N210 with SBX Daughterboard to
facilitate a 20MHz bandwidth channel. Each radio was
connected to a gigabit Ethernet switch, connected to a
computer. For the software, we used MATLAB. Our
source code is available on GitHub1.

6. RESULTS
Our goal here was to create a proof-of-concept of our
theoretical design. In our testing, we sent one OFDM
1https://github.com/jugoodma/rf-loc

packet continuously with a few hundred samples of spac-
ing between each packet. The packet was the same in
each test, and is presented in figure 4. Our tests con-
sisted of recording the sent signal synchronously from
all three receiver radios for 20 to 30 seconds. Due to how
MATLAB interfaces with USRP radios, the first 15 sec-
onds (roughly) would consist of MATLAB establishing a
connection to all four radios. Then, the receiver radios
had to amplify their local gains, and the transmitter
had to start sending the signal. All in all, this meant
that only after about 17 seconds would we get consistent
data. In the future, we hope to establish known, precise,
and quantitative time points for which the transceiver
system functions correctly. For now, our tests provide
enough insight for a simple proof-of-concept.

We present our testing data in figures located in the
appendix. Note that SpotFi yields both AoA and time-
of-flight (ToF) estimates. We present both, although
theoretically we only need AoA for our localization sys-
tem.

7. DISCUSSION
We hypothesize two sources of error in our testing.
First, there was not enough distance between the trans-
mitter and receiver array. Likely, results can be unpre-
dictable at low ranges, so in the future we recommend
testing in the tens of meters of distance. Second, likely
there is error in the communications between MATLAB
and the radios. It was unclear to us exactly when spe-
cific code executed. As such, we recommend implement-
ing this system in native c++ using the UHD API2. Fur-
thermore, we recommend running the transmitter code
on a separate machine than the receiver code.

Interestingly, channel estimation throughout the re-
ceived packets seemed to yield consistent results for ToF
estimation, but varied for AoA estimation. While we
do not know why this happens, we note that channel
estimation from the OFDM packet preamble typically
yielded good results. We leave per-symbol channel es-
timation to future work. Likely, it would be fruitful
to shorten the OFDM packet data while lengthening
the preamble. Or, potentially create a data encoding
scheme that incorporates a known transmission signal
pattern.

In line with informing vehicle decision-making, we note
here that OFDM packets carry bit information. This
can prove useful in dynamic driving conditions. Sup-
pose a road is undergoing construction work, and one
lane is temporarily closed. If a low-cost RF transmission
tag were to be placed on a traffic cone, it could alert an
autonomous car of the new conditions. Furthermore, if
a construction worker is wearing one of these tags, then

2https://files.ettus.com/manual/index.html
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our vehicle may be able to avoid a collision if the worker
were to accidentally miss-step onto the road.

Finally, due to the symmetry of the receiver, we are not
guaranteed to resolve transmitters in front of versus be-
hind the receiver. This situation would occur when a
car has just passed, and is now moving away from, a
transmitter tag. One potential solution is to have two
parallel systems – one array perpendicular to the vehi-
cle’s direction, and another array parallel to the vehi-
cle’s direction. The two arrays would need to have the
same center, but this would resolve both 2D directions.
Alternatively, we can have a circular array of antennas,
which may be a better solution. Finally, it may be pos-
sible to use Doppler shifting. When the receiver moves
away from a transmitter, then Doppler shift reduces the
signal frequency. Since the frequency will only go up or
down (depending on if the receiver is moving towards
or away from the transmitter), then we can account for
both and test which one is correct (maybe the bit-error
rate, or a checksum).

8. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have described a theoretical OFDM
transceiver system that exploits current literature to
enable communication between a self-driving car and
a pedestrian. We also provide an introductory code
base for implementing this work, and used preliminary
data to inform future design choices. We believe work
like this is crucial to improving safety in a future age of
autonomous vehicles.
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Figure 4: OFDM packet used in our testing setup. There are 8 preamble symbols, each with the bit sequence
01-10010101-11110011-01010000-00110010-10000001-10010100-00. There are 72 data symbols, each with the bit
sequence 10001111-11110001-11111100-01111001-10011011-11100000.
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Figure 5: Receiver array is about 86 centimeters from the transmitter. Recording ran for about 20 seconds, but the
first 15 seconds (or so) are lost due to USRP quirks. Signal arrives at −85 degrees (negative implies behind the
array), using 0 degrees as the right-most antenna and 180 degrees as the left-most antenna. The AoA estimate here
fluctuates between about 90 degrees and about 160 degrees. For the second plot, red represents the estimate using
the channel obtained from the OFDM preamble, and black represents the estimate using the OFDM accumulated
channel estimate during data symbol decoding.
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Figure 6: Same setup as before, but signal arrives at 95 degrees. We should expect this result to be similar to the
previous. The AoA estimate here fluctuates between about 93 degrees and about 140 degrees.
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Figure 7: Same setup as before, but signal arrives at 5 degrees. The AoA estimate here fluctuates between about
93 degrees and about 160 degrees The resulting estimation is incorrect.
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Figure 8: Same setup as before, but signal arrives at 113 degrees at distance about 115 centimeters. This test
was ran for 30 seconds (the first 15 being lost), and thus yielded significantly more data. The AoA estimate here
fluctuates between about 75 degrees and about 104 degrees. Notice that each preamble-computed channel is roughly
the same for each cycle, but the individual data symbol channels are slightly different.
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Figure 9: Same setup as before, but we moved the receiver while recording. The start distance is about 115
centimeters, and the end distance is about 50 centimeters. The start angle is about 30 degrees, and the end angle is
about 90 degrees. We can see here that our recording is quite inaccurate. The movement only seems to be visible in
the first half, where the signal amplitude varies quite a bit. Likely, our testing was inaccurate due to being unsure
of the exact timings of when MATLAB and the USRPs transmit data.
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